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L-type Ca2+ channel blockade with antihypertensive
medication disrupts VTA synaptic plasticity and
drug-associated contextual memory
M Degoulet1, CE Stelly1, K-C Ahn1,2 and H Morikawa1

Drug addiction is driven, in part, by powerful and enduring memories of sensory cues associated with drug intake. As such, relapse
to drug use during abstinence is frequently triggered by an encounter with drug-associated cues, including the drug itself. L-type
Ca2+ channels (LTCCs) are known to regulate different forms of synaptic plasticity, the major neural substrate for learning and
memory, in various brain areas. Long-term potentiation (LTP) of NMDA receptor (NMDAR)-mediated glutamatergic transmission in
the ventral tegmental area (VTA) may contribute to the increased motivational valence of drug-associated cues triggering relapse.
In this study, using rat brain slices, we found that isradipine, a general LTCC antagonist used as antihypertensive medication, not
only blocks the induction of NMDAR LTP but also promotes the reversal of previously induced LTP in the VTA. In behaving rats,
isradipine injected into the VTA suppressed the acquisition of cocaine-paired contextual cue memory assessed using a conditioned
place preference (CPP) paradigm. Furthermore, administration of isradipine or a CaV1.3 subtype-selective LTCC antagonist (systemic
or intra-VTA) before a single extinction or reinstatement session, while having no immediate effect at the time of administration,
abolished previously acquired cocaine and alcohol (ethanol) CPP on subsequent days. Notably, CPP thus extinguished cannot be
reinstated by drug re-exposure, even after 2 weeks of withdrawal. These results suggest that LTCC blockade during exposure to
drug-associated cues may cause unlearning of the increased valence of those cues, presumably via reversal of glutamatergic
synaptic plasticity in the VTA.
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INTRODUCTION
Addiction is a chronic, relapsing disorder driven in part by strong
associations formed between drugs and sensory cues experienced
during drug intake, such as places, people and interoceptive drug
cues, that are, subjective effects caused by drugs themselves.1–3

Addictive drugs are thought to hijack synaptic plasticity mechan-
isms in key brain circuits involved in reward learning, especially
the mesolimbic dopaminergic system, comprising the ventral
tegmental area (VTA) and its projections to the nucleus accum-
bens and other limbic structures.4–6 As such, powerful and
enduring memories of drug-related cues are formed, over-
shadowing other cues associated with non-drug rewards and
driving continued drug use as well as relapse after a period of
abstinence. Therefore, reducing the strength of drug cue
memories by manipulating the underlying synaptic plasticity
mechanisms has received particular attention.
During cue-reward conditioning, dopamine neuron burst

responses (2–10 action potentials (APs) at 10–50 Hz) shift in time
from the reward to the cue. As a consequence, the reward-
associated cue acquires positive valence and triggers approach
behavior.7 Glutamatergic inputs activating NMDA receptors
(NMDARs) have a critical role in driving burst firing,8–11 whereas
the role of AMPA receptors (AMPARs) in burst generation remains
controversial.12,13 In addition to different forms of synaptic
plasticity of AMPARs in dopamine neurons,5,6 NMDAR-mediated

transmission also undergoes long-term potentiation (LTP) follow-
ing repeated pairing of glutamatergic input stimulation with
postsynaptic burst firing,14 an activity pattern that may be
experienced during cue-reward pairing.15 Hence, this form of
glutamatergic synaptic plasticity may contribute, at least partially,
to the acquisition of cue-induced burst responses. Induction of
LTP requires AP-evoked Ca2+ signals amplified by preceding
activation of metabotropic glutamate receptors (mGluRs, more
specifically mGluR1), in addition to the activation of NMDARs
themselves, presumably at the glutamatergic inputs to be
potentiated.16 In contrast, previously induced LTP can be reversed
when potentiated inputs are repeatedly stimulated in the absence
of postsynaptic APs, raising the possibility that cue memory, or
learned valence of the cue, could be unlearned under certain
conditions.
Voltage-gated Ca2+ channels are the major source of activity-

dependent Ca2+ influx. Dihydropyridine-sensitive L-type Ca2+

channels (LTCCs) are a well-established target for antihypertensive
medication because of their involvement in excitation-contraction
coupling in the cardiovascular system.17 LTCCs are also widely
expressed in the central nervous system and regulate diverse
neuronal processes, such as gene expression, cell survival and
synaptic plasticity.18 Dopamine neurons in both the VTA and
substantia nigra express LTCCs.19,20 In the substantia nigra, these
channels, particularly the low-threshold CaV1.3 subtype, have
been implicated in driving tonic pacemaker firing and, more
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recently, in neuronal death associated with Parkinson’s
disease;20–22 however, the pathophysiological roles of LTCCs in
the VTA remain unclear. A number of studies have reported that
systemic administration of LTCC antagonists blocks the acquisition
of drug-induced conditioned place preference (CPP),23–26 a form
of Pavlovian contextual cue learning dependent on NMDAR-
mediated transmission in the VTA9,27–29 (but also see ref. 30). Our
previous study has shown that acquisition of psychostimulant CPP
is inhibited by mGluR1 or NMDAR antagonist in the VTA, whereas
CPP expression is attenuated by NMDAR antagonist, but not
by mGluR1 antagonist, in the VTA,31 supporting the potential
contribution of NMDAR LTP in driving CPP. Here, mGluR1/NMDAR
blockade would suppress CPP acquisition by inhibiting LTP
induction at glutamatergic inputs activated by contextual cues
of the CPP box, whereas blocking potentiated NMDAR-mediated
excitation at those inputs would interfere with CPP expression. In
this study, we examined how LTCC blockade in the VTA affects
NMDAR LTP in ex vivo brain slices and drug (cocaine/ethanol)-
induced CPP in behaving rats.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals
Male Sprague-Dawley rats (3–10 weeks old; Harlan Laboratories, Houston,
TX, USA) were housed in groups of three and maintained on a 12 h light/
dark cycle with food and water available ad libitum. All animal procedures
were approved by the Universtiy of Texas Institutional Animal Care and
Use Committee.

Electrophysiology
Horizontal midbrain slices (~200 μm) were prepared from rats (3–7 weeks
old) and recordings were made at 33–35 °C in physiological saline, as in our
previous studies.14,16,31 Recordings were performed in the lateral VTA
located 50–150 μm from the medial border of the medial terminal nucleus
of the accessory optic tract. Internal solution contained (in mM): 115 K-
methylsulfate, 20 KCl, 1.5 MgCl2, 10 HEPES, 0.025 EGTA, 2 Mg-ATP, 0.2 Na2-
GTP and 10 Na2-phosphocreatine (pH ~ 7.25, ∼ 285mOsm kg− 1). Putative
dopamine neurons were identified by spontaneous firing (1–5 Hz) with
broad APs (41.2 ms) in cell-attached configuration and large Ih currents
(4200 pA; evoked by a 1.5 s hyperpolarizing step of 50mV) in whole-cell
configuration. Voltage-clamp recordings were made at a holding potential
of –62mV, corrected for a liquid junction potential of –7mV. Recordings
were discarded if the series resistance increased above 16MΩ or the input
resistance dropped below 200 MΩ.
A 2 ms depolarizing pulse of 55mV was used to elicit an unclamped AP.

Time integral of the outward tail current, termed IK(Ca), was calculated
between 20ms and 400–600ms after the depolarizing pulse (expressed in
pC). IK(Ca) thus measured is eliminated by tetrodotoxin and by apamin, a
selective antagonist of Ca2+-activated small-conductance calcium-
activated potassium channels, and thus can be used as a readout of
AP-induced Ca2+ transients.16

Loose-patch recordings (~20 MΩ seal) were made using pipettes filled
with 150mM NaCl to monitor dopamine neuron firing. Aspartate
iontopheresis (1 M L-aspartate in ~ 100 MΩ pipette placed at ~ 10–50 μm
from the soma/proximal dendrites) was used to evoke NMDAR-dependent
bursts.10,16 Amplitude (~100–200 nA) and duration (~50–150ms) of the
iontophoretic current was adjusted to produce a burst of 5–10 spikes with
a minimum instantaneous frequency of 15 Hz.

NMDAR LTP experiments
Synaptic stimuli were applied every 30 s using a bipolar tungsten electrode
(~300 μm tip separation) placed rostral to the recorded neuron. To isolate
NMDAR excitatory postsynaptic currents (EPSCs), recordings were per-
formed in the presence of 6,7-dinitroquinoxaline-2,3-dione (10 μM),
picrotoxin (100 μM), CGP55845 (50 nM), and eticlopride (100 nM) to block
AMPA/kainate, GABAA, GABAB and D2 dopamine receptors, and in glycine
(20 μM) and low Mg2+ (0.1 mM) to enhance NMDAR activation. Stimulation
intensity was adjusted after break-in (within ~ 1min) to obtain ~ 100 pA
EPSCs. Cells with baseline EPSC amplitude (averaged from 10 traces during
5min window before LTP induction) outside the 90–110 pA range were
excluded.

Following 10min baseline EPSC recording, the effect of sustained
synaptic stimulation (33 stimuli at 33 Hz) on IK(Ca) was assessed
immediately before LTP induction. Here, IK(Ca) was evoked by a single AP
alone and an AP with preceding synaptic stimulation (140ms interval
between the offset of synaptic stimulation and AP; each repeated twice).
LTP was induced by pairing sustained synaptic stimulation (50 stimuli at
33 Hz) with a burst (five APs at 20 Hz), where the burst onset was delayed
by 1 s from the onset of synaptic stimulation. This synaptic stimulation-
burst pairing was repeated 10 times every 20 s. In LTP reversal
experiments, sustained synaptic stimulation alone or synaptic stimulation
paired with a single AP (delayed by 1 s from the synaptic stimulation onset)
was delivered repeatedly (10 or 30 times) 30min after LTP induction.
Magnitude of LTP and its reversal was determined by averaged EPSC
amplitude from a 5min window (10 traces) immediately before LTP
induction and that from 5min windows at 25–30min after LTP induction/
reversal. For AP5 experiments (Figure 3c), a 5 min window before AP5
perfusion (that is, 20–25min after LTP induction) was used.

Place conditioning
A CPP box (Med Associates) consisting of two distinct compartments
separated by a small middle chamber was used for conditioning. Rats (4–
10 weeks old) were first subjected to a pretest, in which they explored the
entire CPP box for 15min. The percentage of time spent in each
compartment was determined after excluding the time spent in the middle
chamber. Rats with initial side preference 460% were excluded. During
the next 6 days, rats were given saline injection (1 ml kg− 1) and confined
to one compartment (days 1, 3, 5) or received cocaine injection (10 -
mg kg− 1, intraperitoneal (i.p.)) and confined to the other compartment
(days 2, 4 and 6; 15 min each). For ethanol CPP, rats were given saline
(4.2 ml kg− 1) or ethanol (0.5 g kg− 1, 15% v/v, i.p.) injection and confined to
one compartment for 7 min. Compartment assignment was counter-
balanced such that animals had, on average, ~ 50% initial preference for
the drug-paired side in the pretest. A 15min posttest was performed 1 day
after the last conditioning session. In extinction experiments, animals
underwent repeated posttests (once daily). For reinstatement, rats received
priming injection of cocaine (10mg kg− 1) or ethanol (0.5 g kg− 1) prior to
the posttest. In some CPP experiments, rats received bilateral intra-VTA
infusion (0.3 μl per side, 0.15 μl min− 1) of (1) isradipine (0.6 pmol) or
vehicle (0.01% ethanol ( = 1.7 mM)), (2) compound 8 (6 pmol) or vehicle
(0.02% dimethyl sulfoxide) or (3) AP5 (0.6 nmol) or vehicle (phosphate-
buffered saline). Intra-VTA microinjection procedure is detailed in
Supplementary Materials and Methods. Data from rats with injection sites
outside the VTA were excluded from the analysis.

Data analysis
No statistical methods were used to predetermine sample sizes, but our
sample sizes are similar to those reported in previous publica-
tions.14,16,31–33 Group assignment was mostly done in a random fashion,
except for certain CPP experiments (Figure 4 and 5; Supplementary Figures
S11 and S12), where rats were assigned to treatment groups in a
counterbalanced manner based on the first posttest data. Data acquisition
and analysis were not blinded. Data are expressed as mean± s.e.m. with
the sample size in each group indicated. Data distribution was assumed to
be normal, but this was not formally tested. Statistical significance was
determined by two-tailed t-test or ANOVA followed by Bonferroni post hoc
test using GraphPad Prism (significant at Po0.05; details provided in
figure legends).

RESULTS
Isradipine inhibits induction of NMDAR LTP
To gain insight into the LTCC-dependent mechanisms in the
VTA, we performed electrophysiological recordings in ex vivo VTA
slices to examine the effects of isradipine, a dihydropyridine
LTCC antagonist used as antihypertensive medication in humans.
Isradipine was first tested on NMDAR-dependent dopamine
neuron excitation/bursting, which likely has an important role
in the acquisition of CPP, as well as its expression.9,27–29,31

Bath application of isradipine (2 μM) had no effect on NMDAR-
mediated EPSCs elicited by local synaptic stimulation (Figure 1a)
or on NMDAR-dependent burst firing evoked by aspartate
iontophoresis10 (Figure 1b). Furthermore, isradipine had no effect
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on tonic firing (Figure 1b), consistent with an LTCC-independent
mechanism of pacemaker activity of dopamine neurons in the
VTA.20,21,34

Next, we asked if isradipine interferes with the mGluR1-
dependent induction of NMDAR LTP. LTP was induced using a
synaptic stimulation-burst pairing protocol (see Materials and

Methods). Here, sustained glutamatergic input stimulation leads to
mGluR1-dependent production of the cytosolic messenger inositol
1,4,5-trisphosphate (IP3), which amplifies AP-evoked Ca2+ signals
via Ca2+-induced Ca2+ release from intracellular stores.14 Baseline
NMDAR EPSC amplitude, recorded in low Mg2+ (0.1 mM), was set at
~ 100 pA to control for synaptic stimulation intensity and thus for
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Figure 1. Isradipine blocks NMDAR LTP induction in the VTA. (a) Isradipine (2 μM) had no effect on NMDAR excitatory postsynaptic currents
(EPSCs) (n= 6 cells; example EPSC traces before and after isradipine application). (b) Example traces (top; aspartate iontophoresis at arrows)
and summary time graphs (bottom) illustrating that isradipine had no effect on the frequency/number of spikes within the burst (n= 5 cells)
or tonic firing (n= 8 cells). (c) Example experiments (EPSC traces at the times indicated) and summary time graph showing that isradipine
blocked the induction of NMDAR LTP. Graph at the bottom right depicts average EPSC amplitude during baseline and after LTP (F1,25= 21.89,
Po0.001, n= 12–15 cells per group; mixed two-way ANOVA). ***Po0.001 vs baseline; ###Po0.001 between groups (Bonferroni post hoc test).
(d) Isradipine blocked LTP induction without affecting synaptic facilitation of IK(Ca). Data are from the same cells shown in (c) (LTP: t25= 4.71,
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cell (dashed lines: linear fit to all data points in each group).
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the degree of synaptic activation of the mGluR-IP3 pathway. Under
these conditions, repeated synaptic stimulation-burst pairing (10
times) produced LTP of NMDAR EPSCs that gradually developed
over ~ 30min (Figure 1c). As in previous studies,14,32,33 LTP
magnitude was positively correlated with the degree of synaptic
mGluR-induced facilitation of AP-evoked Ca2+ signals (assessed
immediately before LTP induction using the size of SK currents,
termed IK(Ca)) (Figure 1d). In contrast, LTP was virtually abolished
when isradipine was applied 5min before and during the delivery
of LTP induction protocol, although synaptic facilitation of IK(Ca) at
the time of induction was comparable to that observed in control
solution. In separate experiments, we confirmed that isradipine,
which did suppress Ca2+ currents evoked by small depolarizations
(10–15mV) from –62mV (Supplementary Figure S1), had no effect
on the size of burst-evoked IK(Ca) or the magnitude of IK(Ca)
facilitation produced by photolytic application of IP3 (Supple-
mentary Figure S2). Therefore, LTCC inhibition with isradipine
suppresses LTP induction without affecting burst-evoked Ca2+

signals or the mGluR/IP3-dependent amplification machinery (for
example, the size of IP3-sensitive Ca2+ stores (Supplementary
Figure S3)).
We further examined if enhancing LTCC activation with the

LTCC agonist S(-)-Bay K 8644 promotes NMDAR LTP induction. The
magnitude of LTP induced in the presence of Bay K 8644 (1 μM)
was comparable to that in control (Supplementary Figure S4).
Furthermore, inhibiting NMDARs with AP5 blocked LTP induced in
Bay K 8644, as has been reported for LTP in control solution.14

Hence, increasing LTCC activation appears to have no significant
effect on NMDAR LTP induction, in contrast to the major suppres-
sion of LTP observed with LTCC inhibition.

LTCC blockade in the VTA inhibits acquisition of cocaine CPP
Systemic injection (i.p.) of isradipine has been shown to suppress
the acquisition of psychostimulant (cocaine and amphetamine)
CPP.23,24 Blockade of NMDAR LTP induction in the VTA might
contribute to CPP suppression. Thus, we sought to determine
whether isradipine affects acquisition of cocaine CPP via its effect
in the VTA. We found that bilateral intra-VTA injection of isradipine
(0.6 pmol per 0.3 μl ( = 2 μM) in each side) 5 min before each of the
three cocaine conditioning sessions completely blocked CPP
acquisition, as was observed with systemic isradipine injection
(1.2 mg kg− 1, i.p.) made 10min prior to each conditioning session
(Figure 2a). Isradipine (both systemic and intra-VTA) had no

significant effect on the overall activity during the conditioning
sessions (Supplementary Figure S5). Furthermore, CPP was
partially suppressed when intra-VTA isradipine injection was made
immediately after each cocaine conditioning session (Figure 2b)
(note that the burst-inducing effect of cocaine (10 mg kg− 1, i.p.)
persists445min35 and thus should be still robust after the 15 min
conditioning session). Intra-VTA injection of isradipine by itself did
not affect side preference (Supplementary Figure S6). These
results are consistent with the involvement of LTCC-dependent
plasticity processes in the VTA in the acquisition of appetitive
cocaine cue memory and, likely, its consolidation.
Next we examined if cocaine conditioning alters NMDAR-

mediated excitation in the VTA. In these experiments, we used rats
that had undergone cocaine conditioning with systemic injection
of isradipine or vehicle (Figure 2a, left panel; recordings made
1 day after the posttest), and the data were compared with those
from control rats with no cocaine conditioning experience.
There was no change in overall NMDAR-dependent excitation
assessed with bath application of NMDA (10 μM; Supplementary
Figure S7a), as has been reported.36,37 A recent study in mice has
shown that in vivo cocaine experience induces synaptic insertion
of GluN3A-containing NMDARs, which display reduced Mg2+

blockade at hyperpolarized potentials.38 However, NMDAR EPSCs
measured in normal Mg2+ (1.2 mM) displayed similar voltage
dependence in the three groups of rats (Supplementary
Figure S7b). Finally, comparable NMDAR LTP magnitude was
observed in these groups (Supplementary Figure S7c), as opposed
to marked alterations in synaptic plasticity of AMPARs produced
by cocaine experience.36–41 Altogether, these data suggest that
cocaine conditioning, with or without isradipine, caused no
significant changes in global NMDAR-mediated excitation in the
VTA (see Discussion for further details on this issue).

Isradipine promotes reversal of NMDAR LTP
Previously induced NMDAR LTP can be reversed by repeated
stimulation of the potentiated inputs without postsynaptic
firing,14 which may resemble the activity pattern during extinc-
tion training where the cue is repeatedly presented without
the reward/drug.7 Indeed, 30min after inducing LTP, repeated
delivery of the synaptic stimulation train (30 times) (SS-30 × ;
Figure 3a and Supplementary Figure S8a) caused persistent
depression of potentiated EPSC amplitude toward the baseline
level. In contrast, only transient depression was observed and
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EPSC amplitude returned to the LTP level in ~ 5–10min when (1) a
single AP was paired with the synaptic stimulation train (SS
+AP-30 × ; Figure 3a and Supplementary Figure S8a) or (2) the
number of repetition of the synaptic stimulation train was reduced
to 10 times (SS-10 × ; Figure 3c and Supplementary Figure S8c). We
found that delivery of these protocols in the presence of isradipine
invariably caused persistent depression of potentiated EPSCs.

Notably, delivery of the ‘SS+AP-30 × ’ protocol in isradipine failed
to significantly depress baseline EPSCs without prior LTP induction
(Figure 3b and Supplementary Figure S8b). These data demon-
strate that isradipine facilitates the reversal, or depotentiation, of
previously induced LTP. Application of AP5, which inhibited
potentiated NMDAR EPSCs, together with isradipine during the
delivery of the ‘SS-10 × ’ protocol prevented LTP depotentiation
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cells per group; (c) F4,32= 10.49, Po0.001, n= 6–7 cells per group; mixed two-way ANOVA). Example traces for the experiments indicated are
shown in the middle. Synaptic stimulation intensity was adjusted to evoke ~ 100 pA baseline EPSCs in each cell; thus the degree of synaptic
facilitation of IK(Ca) was similar in different groups (Supplementary Figures S8d and f). **Po0.01, ***Po0.001 between two LTP stages;
###Po0.001 between groups (Bonferroni post hoc test).
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(Figure 3c and Supplementary Figure S8c). Therefore, NMDAR
activation at the potentiated inputs is likely required to
reverse LTP.
CaV1.3 is the major subtype of LTCCs expressed in dopamine

neurons.19,0 A CaV1.3-selective LTCC antagonist 1-(3-chloro-
phenethyl)-3-cyclopentylpyrimidine-2,4,6-(1H,3H,5H)-trione, termed
compound 8, was recently developed.42 Indeed, compound 8
(20 μM) also enabled the ‘SS+AP-30× ’ protocol to cause depoten-
tiation of potentiated EPSCs (Figure 3a and Supplementary
Figure S8a).

LTCC blockade in the VTA promotes extinction of cocaine and
ethanol CPP
Previously acquired drug CPP gradually diminishes, that is,
undergoes extinction, with repeated expression tests (posttests;
once daily), where rats are exposed to CPP compartments without
the drug. To test if LTCCs are involved in the expression and
extinction of cocaine CPP, a single systemic injection of isradipine
(1.2 mg kg− 1, i.p.) was made 10min before the second posttest.
Isradipine failed to affect CPP expression on the day of injection, in
line with the lack of effect of isradipine on tonic and burst firing
in VTA slices from rats that had undergone cocaine conditioning
(Supplementary Figure S9). However, no significant CPP was
observed on the following 2 days (third and fourth posttests,
performed without isradipine injection), whereas the vehicle-
injected control rats still displayed robust CPP (Figure 4a).

Importantly, priming injection of cocaine before subsequent
posttests, which significantly increased CPP in control rats, failed
to reinstate CPP previously extinguished in the presence of
isradipine, even after 2 weeks of withdrawal in the home cage
(that is, no exposure to the CPP box or cocaine). Systemic
isradipine injection also promoted extinction of CPP acquired with
alcohol (ethanol), a different class of addictive drug, in a similar
manner and prevented subsequent ethanol-induced reinstate-
ment (Figure 4b).
Next, we wished to determine whether LTCC blockade in the

VTA affects CPP extinction. In cocaine-conditioned animals, we
made bilateral intra-VTA injection of isradipine or compound 8
(6 pmol per 0.3 μl ( = 20 μM) in each side) 5 min before the second
posttest, which produced no immediate effect on CPP expression.
However, as with systemic isradipine injection, CPP was virtually
abolished on subsequent days, and CPP thus extinguished was
resistant to cocaine-induced reinstatement (Figures 4c and d).
Isradipine/compound 8 injection (systemic or intra-VTA) had no
effect on the overall activity during the posttest (Supplementary
Figure S10).
Certain manipulations disrupt previously acquired CPP when

performed shortly after the posttest, via interacting with the
memory reconsolidation process,43–45 or even without a posttest,
via non-specific memory ablation.46,47 However, intra-VTA injec-
tion of isradipine immediately after the second posttest or without
a posttest, that is, while rats stayed in the home cage, had no
effect on CPP expression the following day (Figure 4e and
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Figure 4. Isradipine and compound 8 promote extinction of cocaine/ethanol CPP and prevent future reinstatement. (a and b) Summary
graphs depicting the effects of systemic isradipine administration (i.p.) on the expression and extinction of CPP previously induced with
cocaine (a) or ethanol (b) (three conditioning sessions for both). A single injection of isradipine (1.2 mg kg− 1) or vehicle (1 ml kg− 1 of 16%
ethanol (0.13 g kg− 1)) was made prior to the second posttest, whereas cocaine/ethanol injections were made immediately before the fifth and
seventh posttests to trigger reinstatement (2-week interval between fifth and sixth posttests) ((a) F7,126= 3.40, Po0.001, n= 10 rats per group;
(b) F7,91= 3.21, Po0.01, n= 7–8 rats per group; mixed two-way ANOVA). (c and d) Summary graphs showing the effects of intra-VTA injection
of isradipine (c) or compound 8 (d) made before the second posttest following cocaine CPP acquisition. Cocaine-induced reinstatement was
tested on the fifth posttest ((c) F5,80= 13.82, Po0.001, n= 9 rats per group; (d) F5,70= 9.62, Po0.001, n= 7–9 rats per group; mixed two-way
ANOVA). (e) Intra-VTA isradipine injection had no effect when done immediately after the second posttest (F3,42= 0.45, P= 0.72, n= 7–9 rats
per group; mixed two-way ANOVA). (f) Systemic isradipine injection (i.p.) followed by intra-VTA injection of AP5 or vehicle was made before
the second posttest (F3,30= 9.71, Po0.001, n= 6 rats per group; mixed two-way ANOVA). *Po0.05, **Po0.01, ***Po0.001 vs pretest;
+Po0.05, +++Po0.001 between two successive posttests; #Po0.05, ##Po0.01, ###Po0.001 between groups (Bonferroni post hoc test).
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Supplementary Figure S11). Thus, to promote CPP extinction,
isradipine needs to be present in the VTA during the posttest
when rats are exposed to cocaine-associated contextual cues.
Accordingly, intra-VTA injection of the NMDAR antagonist AP5,
which suppressed CPP expression likely by blocking NMDARs at
glutamatergic inputs activated by cocaine-associated cues, pre-
vented CPP extinction induced by systemic isradipine injection
(Figure 4f and Supplementary Figure S12).
Repeated posttests over 8–9 consecutive days, during which

rats are repeatedly exposed to the CPP compartments without
cocaine, resulted in complete extinction of cocaine CPP
(Figure 5a). In contrast to extinction induced in the presence of
isradipine, CPP simply extinguished with repeated posttests was
robustly reinstated by priming injection of cocaine (Figure 5b).
However, systemic injection of isradipine, made 10min before
the cocaine-induced reinstatement session (Figure 5b) or before
the tenth posttest without cocaine injection (Figure 5c), led
to suppression of cocaine-induced reinstatement on the
following day.
Altogether, these results show that LTCC blockade during

exposure to cocaine/ethanol-paired contextual cues, and to
interoceptive cocaine cues during cocaine-induced reinstatement,
may cause persistent disruption of appetitive cue memory.

DISCUSSION
Isradipine, a dihydropyridine LTCC antagonist that crosses
the blood–brain barrier, is currently undergoing clinical trials
to test if daily isradipine slows neurodegeneration in Parkinson’s
disease.48,49 Our study suggests that isradipine may also be used
to treat a critical component of addiction, that is, increased
motivational valence of drug-associated cues triggering craving
and relapse.
LTCCs are involved in the induction of synaptic plasticity in

different brain areas, such as the hippocampus, cerebral cortex
and striatum,50–53 where LTCC activation associated with post-
synaptic depolarization is thought to drive synaptic plasticity. In
VTA dopamine neurons, our data suggest that basal Ca2+ levels
maintained by constant LTCC-mediated Ca2+ influx are essential
not only for the induction of NMDAR LTP but also for its
maintenance, that is, in preventing LTP reversal triggered by
glutamatergic input activity. Here, LTCCs do not contribute
to burst-evoked Ca2+ signals or the mGluR/IP3-dependent
amplification mechanism necessary for LTP induction.14 CaV1.3
LTCCs, which activate at relatively hyperpolarized mem-
brane potentials,18 are suited for providing tonic Ca2+ influx, even
though they do not drive subthreshold oscillations underlying

pacemaker activity in VTA dopamine neurons.20,21,34 The cellular
machinery sensing basal Ca2+ levels (LTCC-dependent) together
with transient AP/burst-evoked Ca2+signals (LTCC-independent)
during the delivery of LTP induction and depotentiation protocols
remains to be determined. Protein kinase C, which mediates
the induction of mGluR/Ca2+-dependent LTP of NMDAR EPSCs at
hippocampal mossy fiber synapses,54,55 has been ruled out in
dopamine neurons.14

In the lateral amygdala, LTCC inhibition by antagonists
suppresses the induction of AMPAR LTP and impairs aversive
Pavlovian conditioning (that is, fear conditioning),56,57 in a manner
analogous to the effects of isradipine in the VTA on NMDAR LTP
induction and CPP acquisition. Interestingly, LTCC inhibition in the
lateral amygdala during extinction training blocks the extinction
of conditioned responses,58 presumably by interfering with the
induction of certain forms of synaptic plasticity within the lateral
amygdala underlying inhibitory learning.59 In contrast, LTCC
inhibition in the VTA facilitates the reversal of NMDAR LTP. This
may cause unlearning of cue memory by reversing the synaptic
plasticity induced during CPP acquisition, thereby promoting
CPP extinction and preventing future reinstatement. Hence, LTCC
blockade timed with cue exposure would allow for the manipula-
tion of specific cue memory by controlling LTP induction and
reversal.60

In the present study, no global alterations in NMDAR-depen-
dent excitation were found in the VTA after cocaine conditioning.
It remains to be determined whether NMDAR potentiation can be
observed specifically at those inputs activated by cocaine-
associated cues, as has been demonstrated recently in the lateral
amygdala following fear conditioning, where only those inputs
paired with a foot shock during conditioning display AMPAR
potentiation.60 Therefore, firm evidence for the role of NMDAR LTP
in CPP, or more generally in reward-associated cue learning, is
lacking at the moment. Interestingly, a reduction in unitary
NMDAR EPSCs at individual glutamatergic synapses has been
reported after in vivo cocaine experience.39 This may represent
redistribution of NMDARs from synaptic to extrasynaptic sites
even if the overall number of NMDARs (synaptic and extrasynap-
tic) is not changed, as assessed with bath application of NMDA.61

Alternatively, although speculative, this might represent a form of
homeostatic synaptic plasticity,62 in which NMDAR transmission at
inputs not activated by cocaine-associated cues (for example,
interoceptive cocaine cues or the experimenter performing
injection40) are scaled down in response to LTP induced in
the presumably small subset of glutamatergic inputs encoding
cocaine cues, thereby maintaining the overall strength of NMDAR-
dependent excitatory transmission in each neuron. It should be
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Figure 5. Isradipine prevents future reinstatement when administered before the posttest following complete extinction. (a) Average time
course of cocaine CPP extinction during repeated posttests over 9 days (F9,288= 77.30, Po0.001, n= 33 rats; repeated measures one-way
ANOVA). (b and c) A single systemic injection of isradipine or vehicle was made before the tenth posttest performed with (b) or without (c)
cocaine injection (orange arrow), whereas the eleventh posttest was always done with cocaine injection ((b) F2,32= 16.54, Po0.001, n= 9 rats
per group; (c) F2,26= 30.33, Po0.001, n= 7–8 rats per group; mixed two-way ANOVA). **Po0.01, ***Po0.001 vs pretest; +++Po0.001 between
two successive posttests; ###Po0.001 between groups (Bonferroni post hoc test).
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noted these two possibilities are not necessarily mutually
exclusive.
It has been shown that NMDAR blockade in the VTA inhibits the

induction of NMDAR LTP and acquisition of psychostimulant
CPP.14,31 In the present study, we found that NMDAR blockade in
the VTA also prevents the reversal of NMDAR LTP and extinction of
cocaine CPP enabled by isradipine. These results are consistent
with the idea that NMDAR activation at specific glutamatergic
inputs activated by contextual cues of the CPP box is required for
both the learning and unlearning of those cues. In this regard,
it is of note that isradipine was effective in preventing future
CPP reinstatement, that is, in disrupting cue memory, even
when administered before the tenth posttest without CPP
expression, where CPP had been completely extinguished
during repeated posttests. This suggests that contextual cue
inputs were still active during the tenth posttest, thus enabling
isradipine to reverse NMDAR LTP at those inputs, but were not
capable of supporting CPP expression as a consequence
of inhibitory learning during extinction training that would
suppress the learned response.43,44,63 Isradipine administration
prior to cocaine-induced reinstatement might further reverse LTP
at glutamatergic inputs activated by interoceptive cocaine cues.
Mouse studies with genetic deletion of NMDARs selectively in

dopamine neurons reported impaired drug (cocaine/nicotine)
and food CPP,9,27,28 whereas another study observed normal
cocaine CPP with impaired reinstatement of extinguished CPP.30

Although this discrepancy may be due to differences in the CPP
protocol (for example, the number and duration of conditioning
sessions), these studies overall support the role of NMDARs in
dopamine neurons in CPP acquisition, expression and/or
reinstatement.
Isradipine, administered systemically or into the VTA, failed to

affect the expression of cocaine CPP, including cocaine priming-
induced reinstatement of extinguished CPP. This is in line with the
lack of effect of isradipine on NMDAR-dependent excitation in the
VTA that drives CPP expression.29,31 Dopamine D1 receptor-
mediated activation of LTCCs in the nucleus accumbens has been
implicated in the reinstatement of cocaine self-administration.64

Thus, dopamine regulation of LTCCs in the nucleus accumbens
appears to be selectively involved in the expression of operant,
but not Pavlovian, drug-seeking behavior.
Current cue exposure-based strategies to treat addiction are

aimed at facilitating inhibitory extinction learning (for example,
with the NMDAR partial agonist D-cycloserine) or disrupting
memory reconsolidation following retrieval (for example, with
the β-adrenergic receptor antagonist propranolol).43,44 On the
basis of rodent studies demonstrating the effectiveness of
isradipine and other LTCC antagonists on the acquisition of CPP
induced by cocaine and other addictive drugs,23–26 high dosage of
isradipine has been tested in human cocaine addicts in a
laboratory setting, which failed to reduce measures of cocaine-
induced subjective euphoria with no effect on cognitive
performance.65–67 The present study suggests that isradipine, if
taken prior to the retrieval of cue memory, as occurs upon an
encounter with environmental cues (places, people and so on) or
with interoceptive drug cues during a relapse, would enable
unlearning of the increased valence of those cues, thus preventing
craving and relapse in the future.
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